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The Latin American Voter 2015-07-21
in this volume experts on latin american public opinion and political behavior employ region wide public
opinion studies elite surveys experiments and advanced statistical methods to reach several key
conclusions about voting behavior in the region s emerging democracies in latin america to varying
degrees the average voter grounds his or her decision in factors identified in classic models of voter
choice individuals are motivated to go to the polls and select elected officials on the basis of class
religion gender ethnicity and other demographic factors substantive political connections including
partisanship left right stances and policy preferences and politician performance in areas like the
economy corruption and crime yet evidence from latin america shows that the determinants of voter
choice cannot be properly understood without reference to context the substance specific cleavages
campaigns performance and the structure fragmentation and polarization that characterize the political
environment voting behavior reflects the relative youth and fluidity of the region s party systems as
parties emerge and splinter to a far greater degree than in long standing party systems consequently
explanations of voter choice centered around country differences stand on equal footing to explanations
focused on individual level factors

Latin American Elections 2017-01-19
comprehensive study of the application of the michigan model to explain voting behavior in latin america

Persuasive Peers 2020-10-27
a typical presidential election campaign in latin america sees between one third and one half of all voters
changing their vote intentions across party lines in the months before election day numbers unheard of
and rarely seen in older democracies this book proposes a new theory of latin american voting behavior
examining how votes are truly up for grabs in democracies where political parties and mass partisanship
are not deeply entrenched the book argues that political discussion among peers causes volatility and
ulimately explains final vote choices describing and examining social networks of political discussion the
authors propose that everyday social communication is the hidden architecture that structures political
outcomes in latin america s less institutionalized democracies voters embedded in networks of family
members friends neighbors coworkers and acquaintances are heavily persuaded by the debating and
arguing and agreeing and affirming that happens in their social networks social communication and
elections in latin america reveals the hidden undercurrent of political discussion among voters in latin
america advancing a new theory of voting behavior that accounts for the extended influence of election
campaigns the geographic clustering of political preferences and the strategic maneuvers of political
machines

The Rise of the Latino Vote 2019-09-24
francis fallon returns to the origins of the u s spanish speaking vote to understand the history and
potential of this political bloc he finds that individual voters affiliate more with their particular ethnic
communities than with the pan ethnic latino identity created for them complicating the notion of a
broader latino constituency



Elections in Latin America 2024
this book provides an overview of elections throughout latin america including formal electoral
institutions informal practices and the behavior of voters and candidates drawing on a wide range of
scholarly and primary sources the book provides readers with a highly accessible look at how elections in
latin america work

Elections before Democracy: The History of Elections in
Europe and Latin America 2016-07-27
this book looks at various aspects of electoral history in europe and latin america from the late 17th
century to 1930 including electoral culture and traditions electoral participation electoral fraud the role of
elections in the process of nation building and the role of important institutions such as the church in
shaping political values and therefore electoral behaviour there are chapters devoted to the individual
experiences of england mexico ecuador ireland germany colombia argentina chile and spain

Party Systems and Elections in Latin America 1971
presents evidence that under certain widespread structural conditions democratic accountability falls
prey to the same n person prisoner s dilemma that plagues any other decentralized attempt to procure
collective goods examines four prominent democracies postwar and contemporary brazil and pre chavez
and contemporary venezuela provided by publisher

The Voter's Dilemma and Democratic Accountability 2010-11
this book is an introduction to party politics elections and electoral behavior in latin america the subject
is vast and the available research on it extensive the principal purpose is to summarize and
conceptualize the subject making comparisons where appropriate among nations the authors try to point
out both the specific parochial experiences of individual latin american nations as well as the more
universal experiences

Party Politics And Elections In Latin America 2019-08-30
since 1982 latin americans have endured dramatic economic crises and elections that advanced liberal
democracy and political pluralism these conditions led many to believe that electoral results mainly
reflect reactions to the economy based on an extensive study of the elections covering the 1980s and
most of the 1990s economic crises and electoral responses in latin america offers a comprehensive
overview of the many complex factors in the hearts and minds of voters

Economic Crises and Electoral Responses in Latin America
2005
around the world each year millions of citizens turn out to vote but leave their ballots empty or spoil
them increasingly campaigns have emerged that promote invalid votes like these why do citizens choose
to cast blank and spoiled votes and how do campaigns mobilizing the invalid vote influence this decision



none of the above answers these questions using evidence from presidential and gubernatorial elections
in eighteen latin american democracies author mollie j cohen draws on a broad range of methods and
sources incorporating data from electoral management bodies nationally representative surveys survey
experiments focus groups semi structured interviews and news sources contrary to received wisdom this
book shows that most citizens cast blank or spoiled votes in presidential elections on purpose by
participating in invalid vote campaigns citizens can voice their concerns about low quality candidates
while also expressing a preference for high quality democracy campaigns promoting blank and spoiled
votes come about more often and succeed at higher rates when incumbent politicians undermine the
quality of elections surprisingly invalid vote campaigns can shore up the quality of democracy in the
short term none of the above shows that swings in blank and spoiled vote rates can serve as a warning
about the trajectory of a country s democracy

None of the Above 2024-02-20
argues the pink tide in latin america in the late 1990 was caused by voters to punish political parties
unable to improve their economic well being

The Success of the Left in Latin America 2013
political parties in the developing world often face serious electoral crises from one election to the next
parties can be decisively voted out of national office what happens to a party that experiences this kind
of voter rejection the literature suggests it will disappear leaving the party system vulnerable to the
inexperience of new political actors the fates of political parties offers a more nuanced perspective
focusing on a number of individual latin american countries as well as the region as a whole it identifies
considerable variation regarding how parties survive and even revive after an electoral crisis the book
revitalizes the study of parties as complex entities that rely on a potentially diverse set of resources to
remain active in politics it demonstrates that parties can be remarkably enduring institutions surviving
and reviving parties represent instances of institutional stability where they endure those parties can
sustain competition and strengthen the democratic regime

Latin American Political Statistics 1972
during latin america s third democratic wave a majority of countries adopted a runoff rule for the election
of the president effectively dampening plurality voting opening the political arena to new parties and
assuring the public that the president will never have anything less than majority support in a region in
which undemocratic political parties were common and have often been dominated by caudillos cautious
naysayers have voiced concerns about the runoff process arguing that a proliferation of new political
parties vying for power is a sign of inferior democracy this book is the first rigorous assessment of the
implications of runoff versus plurality rules throughout latin america and demonstrates that in contrast to
early scholarly skepticism about runoff it has been positive for democracy in the region primarily through
qualitative analysis for each country the author argues that indeed an important advantage of runoff is
the greater openness of the political arena to new parties at the same time that measures can be taken
to inhibit party proliferation in this context it is also the first volume to address whether or not a runoff
rule with a reduced threshold for example 40 with a 10 point lead is a felicitous compromise between
majority runoff and plurality the book considers the potential for the superiority of runoff to travel beyond
latin america in particular and rather provocatively to the united states



The Fates of Political Parties 2017
thoughtful fair minded and learned cadava s eye opening book will teach experts on american politics
things they didn t even know they didn t know rick perlstein bestselling author of nixonland and the
invisible bridge geraldo cadava s history provides a unique vantage point on us politics on the shifting
terrains of foreign policy labor and religion and on the changing nature of specific states as well as on
deeper ideological fights over the soul of the country is it to be an inclusive nation of immigrants or as
the nativists today say a country founded on white supremacy an excellent insightful study greg grandin
professor of history at yale university and author of the end of the myth geraldo cadava offers a
fascinating examination of the socioeconomic interests and foreign policy concerns that have drawn
hispanics latinos into a rapidly changing republican party if readers harbor the mistaken idea that
hispanics are a monolithic voting bloc this book should dispel this idea once and for all though the work is
written for a general audience even experts on hispanic politics and voting behavior will find much that is
new and surprising in these chapters maría cristina garcía author of the refugee challenge in post cold
war america

Electoral Rules and Democracy in Latin America 2018
how do poor people in latin america participate in politics what explains the variation in the patterns of
voting protesting and contacting government for the region s poorest citizens why are participation gaps
larger in some countries than in others this book offers the first large scale empirical analysis of political
participation in latin america focusing on patterns of participation among the poorest citizens in each
country and comparing those patterns to those of individuals with more resources far from being
politically inert under certain conditions the poorest citizens in latin america can act and speak for
themselves with an intensity that far exceeds their modest socioeconomic resources we argue that key
institutions of democracy namely civil society political parties and competitive elections have an
enormous impact on whether or not poor people turn out to vote protest and contact government
officials when voluntary organizations thrive in poor communities and when political parties focus their
mobilization efforts on poor individuals they respond with high levels of political activism poor people s
activism also benefits from strong parties robust electoral competition and well functioning democratic
institutions where electoral competition is robust and where the power of incumbents is constrained we
see higher levels of participation by poor individuals and more political equality precisely because the
individual resource constraints that poor people face are daunting obstacles to political activism our
explanation focuses on those features of democratic politics that create opportunities for participation
that have the strongest effect on poor people s political behavior

The Hispanic Republican 2020-05-26
latin america is a region of great diversity and a rich laboratory for understanding the processes of
political development and their interaction with economic growth social modernization and cultural
influences highlighting crucial periods of dynamic socioeconomic and political change comparative latin
american politics provides a balanced concise overview of select latin american countries without
underestimating the complexities of a region noted for its striking differences the book focuses on the
dominant dyad of mexico and brazil while also considering in detail argentina chile peru columbia and
venezuela seven countries that contain four fifths of the region s inhabitants as well as an even higher
proportion of its economy recognizing that political institutions and cultures are built over generations
author ronald m schneider divides his analysis into two parts part one examines the period from



independence to 1930 when countries were coping with an array of post independence problems and
challenges of national consolidation part two concentrates on 1930 to the present day and fleshes out
current political practices and structures each part devotes chapters to specific country coverage as well
as meaningful comparative perspectives that illuminate the political evolution of the region and offer
salient lessons for other developing parts of the world

Voice and Inequality 2021
during latin america s third democratic wave a majority of countries adopted a runoff rule for the election
of the president effectively dampening plurality voting opening the political arena to new parties and
assuring the public that the president will never have anything less than majority support in a region in
which undemocratic political parties were common and have often been dominated by caudillos cautious
naysayers have voiced concerns about the runoff process arguing that a proliferation of new political
parties vying for power is a sign of inferior democracy this book is the first rigorous assessment of the
implications of runoff versus plurality rules throughout latin america and demonstrates that in contrast to
early scholarly skepticism about runoff it has been positive for democracy in the region primarily through
qualitative analysis for each country the author argues that indeed an important advantage of runoff is
the greater openness of the political arena to new parties at the same time that measures can be taken
to inhibit party proliferation in this context it is also the first volume to address whether or not a runoff
rule with a reduced threshold for example 40 with a 10 point lead is a felicitous compromise between
majority runoff and plurality the book considers the potential for the superiority of runoff to travel beyond
latin america in particular and rather provocatively to the united states

Comparative Latin American Politics 2018-05-04
in giving president obama a record level of support 75 percent and reaching a watershed 10 percent of
the voting population latinos proved to be decisive in the 2012 election outcome an unprecedented mark
of influence for this segment of the wider electorate this shift also signaled a radical reenvisioning of
mobilization strategies by both parties and created a sea change in the way political organizations
conduct outreach and engagement efforts in this groundbreaking volume experts in latino politics ask
what is the scope of latino voter influence where does this electorate have the greatest impact and what
issues matter to them most they examine a key national discussion immigration reform as it relates to
voter behavior and also explore the influence of latinos within key states including california colorado
new mexico virginia north carolina ohio nevada and florida while some of these states have traditionally
had strong latino voting blocs in others latinos are just emerging as major players electorally the book
also discusses the extent to which latinos were mobilized during the 2012 campaign and analyzes
election outcomes using new tools created by latino decisions a blend of rigorous data analysis and
organizational commentary the book offers a variety of perspectives on the past present and future of
the latino electorate

Electoral Rules and Democracy in Latin America 2018-03-28
argues the pink tide in latin america in the late 1990 was caused by voters to punish political parties
unable to improve their economic well being



Patterns of Legislative Politics 2004
this succinct overview of the political factors that condition social and economic development in latin
america is the perfect core text in courses on politics government social change and transitions to
democracy throughout latin america and the caribbean

Latinos and the 2012 Election 2015-06-01
this book examines the politics involved in the mobilization of the latinx vote in america delving into the
questions of race and identity formation in conjunction with the role of communication media the author
discusses the implications for latinx voters and their place in the american political and racial system
utilizing an in depth study of the mobilizing efforts of national latinx groups along with a rigorous analysis
of online media news media and electoral results this book discusses how the old notions of white and
black america clash with the growing focus on latinos how political organizers develop and use messages
of racial solidarity to motivate people what technologies are at their disposal and what their use means
how the study of new media is vital to exploring race in the 21st century and why communication cannot
ignore the racial legacies of the 20th century theoretically located in between the fields of
communication and racial ethnic studies this book will be of great relevance to scholars and students
working in the field of communication studies political communication latinx studies and sociology

Success of the Left in Latin America 2022-09-30
for over thirty years latin american politics and development has kept instructors and students abreast of
current affairs and changes in latin america now in its ninth edition this definitive text has been updated
throughout and features contributions from experts in the field including twenty new and revised
chapters on mexico central america the caribbean and south america

A Concise Introduction to Latin American Politics and
Development 2018-05-04
this volume represents a continuation and significant expansion of the study of the relationship of
elections to democracy in central america that the editors began with elections and democracy in central
america

Mobilizing the U.S. Latinx Vote 2020-01-27
in developing democracies political parties built around charismatic personalities coupled with populist
campaigns often ascend to power this tactic has long been effective in latin america and has resulted in
parties that rely heavily on personalistic appeals and vote buying the predominant view is that ethnic
parties are an exception to this rule they behave differently from traditional populist parties by attracting
voters based on the expectation that they will create policies to provide for the groups that they
represent in candidate matters a study of ethnic parties campaigns and elections in latin america karleen
jones west shows that under certain conditions niche parties such as ethnic parties are not that different
from their mainstream counterparts through a detailed examination of the pachakutik party in ecuador
she shows that the characteristics of individual candidates campaigning in their districts shapes party
behavior ethnic parties that are initially programmatic can become personalistic and clientelistic because



vote buying is an effective strategy in rural indigenous areas and because candidates with strong
reputations and access to resources can create winning campaigns that buy votes and capitalize on
candidates personal appeal why do niche parties in developing democracies struggle to maintain
programmatic and meaningful platforms west argues that when candidates legislative campaigns are
personalistic and clientelistic in their districts niche parties are unable to maintain unified programmatic
support by combining in depth fieldwork on legislative campaigns in ecuador with the statistical analyses
of electoral results and public opinion she demonstrates the importance of candidates and their districts
for how niche parties compete win and become influential in developing democracies

Latin American Politics and Development 2018-04-24
this book examines why people vote in the newly consolidated democracies of africa latin america east
asia and central and eastern european countries it addresses the question of how well models or theories
of electoral participation initially developed in established democracies travel to new democracies based
on recent cross national survey data it provides the first systematic and comparative evaluation of this
topic drawing on political science sociology and psychology approaches it reveals what is distinctive
about voting in new democracies and how they compare between themselves and with more established
democracies this book will be of key interest to scholars and students of political participation public
opinion voting behaviour electoral politics and political parties as well as to international organisations
and ngos working in the field of democracy promotion and in emerging democracies

Elections and Democracy in Central America, Revisited 1995
third the authors investigate the relationship between major parties and the state revealing the extent to
which parties are dependent on state resources to maintain power and win votes fourth the contributions
assess the importance of different electoral regimes for shaping broader patterns of party competition
finally and most important the authors characterize the nature of the party system in each country how
institutionalized it is and how it can be classified book jacket

Candidate Matters 2020-03-25
latin america has been one of the critical areas in the study of comparative politics the region s
experiments with installing and deepening democracy and promoting alternative modes of economic
development have generated intriguing and enduring empirical puzzles in turn latin america s challenges
continue to spawn original and vital work on central questions in comparative politics about the origins of
democracy about the relationship between state and society about the nature of citizenship about the
balance between state and market the richness and diversity of the study of latin american politics
makes it hard to stay abreast of the developments in the many sub literatures of the field the routledge
handbook of latin american politics offers an intellectually rigorous overview of the state of the field and
a thoughtful guide to the direction of future scholarship kingstone and yashar bring together the leading
figures in the study of latin america to present extensive empirical coverage new original research and a
cutting edge examination of the central areas of inquiry in the region

Electoral Participation in Newly Consolidated Democracies



2021-02-17
democratic countries vary widely in the extent to which the administration of the electoral process
facilitates voter participation showing a great deal of variation in everything from voter registration to the
casting of ballots this book is the first systematic study to investigate why it is easier to vote in some
democracies than in others it develops the concept of election administration inclusiveness which
considers all of the administrative requirements and procedures that a citizen confronts in exercising his
or her right to vote it then draws on in depth case studies from central america and data from latin
america more broadly to address how political parties and other actors interact in constructing election
administration rules and procedures using a theoretical framework centred on electoral threat party
capacity and electoral management body composition the author identifies multiple pathways to
inclusive and restrictive election administration this book will be of key interest to students and scholars
of elections democracy studies latin american politics and more broadly comparative politics and law

Building Democratic Institutions 1995
urban elections in democratic latin america explores the electoral politics of several of the major urban
centers and capital cities of democratic latin america the primacy of urban centers throughout latin
america magnifies the importance of this study latin america is over two thirds urban and two of the
world s three largest cities are now latin america the metropolitan areas of mexico city and sao paulo

Routledge Handbook of Latin American Politics 2013-03-05
the essays in this volume provide a detailed analysis of the state and national impact latino voters had in
the 2016 election

Election Administration and the Politics of Voter Access
2019-01-17
the latino vote the future of american politics explores the impact of the us latino population in politics
economics and business learn who latinos are what they want and how to win their vote for generations
latinos are changing the landscape us politics and economy accounting for the largest growth in
population business and taxable contributions to get the vote you need to understand the voter the
largest states in the country with the most electoral votes and congressional seats are latino states
latinos are now the majority in population and when they become of age the voting majority how will
they vote how can politicians market to them first of all politicians need to understand latinos hispanics
and mexican americans without this understanding there is no influence and no votes questions
answered in the latino vote why are latinos conservative but vote democrat how to win their hearts and
their votes what is the economic contribution of undocumented workers what will be the latino impact on
elections why will some americans want immigrants to leave the latino vote is not only a political book it
is a comprehensive historical view of immigration ethnicity politics and the history of latinos in the usa
where they come from why are they here and why many americans want to deport them major topics of
the latino vote the economic power of latinos in the usa why latinos will shape lawmaking how to win the
latino vote immigration it s not black and white know your market understanding latinos the american
wall drugs aliens and tunnels having an honest conversation about latinos immigration and the future of
us politics will strike an emotional reaction in many people however a conversation is what the country



and politicians need in order to understand and adapt to the largest growing segment of the population
economy and political influence in this book we ll explore the history of latino immigration both legal and
not as well as the definition of both legal and illegal immigration we ll peek into the mind of the average
latino to see what they think about politics and ask them about their political inclination how they relate
to the parties do they feel included or excluded from the political process and their message to politicians
we ll even dive into the tags as well as the myths of the latino population discovering why we re called
latinos even if we don t speak latin understanding the latino population and its diversity will create better
legislation political campaigns and even dialog from both parties with each other and with the growing
latino population

Urban Elections in Democratic Latin America 1998
students and scholars of both latin american politics and comparative politics will find the resilience of
the latin american right of vital interest

Elections and Democracy in Central America 1989
what is the role of civic associations in generating electoral accountability and how do efforts by national
groups to ensure free and fair elections advance democratic consolidation lean advances our
understanding of how civic activism can strengthen election processes and provides new insight into role
of elections for democratic consolidation

Latinos and the 2016 Election 2020
this book presents in depth analyses of the data gathered for 26 years by the political elites of latin
america project pela the most comprehensive database about the topic in the world since 1994 pela has
conducted around 9 000 personal interviews with representative samples of the legislative powers of 18
latin american countries generating a unique resource for the study of political elites in a comparative
perspective now this contributed volume brings together studies that dig into the data gathered by pela
to discuss important topics related to the challenges faced by representative democracy in latin america
after an introductory chapter that presents the potential of the pela database the book is structured in
two parts the first addresses in eight chapters important aspects of representative democracy such as
political ambition political trust satisfaction with democracy clientelism and the quality of democracy it
then discusses three relevant issues in latin american political dynamics such as executive legislative
relations women s participation as representatives and the meaning of china and the united states in
national politics the second part addresses in five chapters studies of seven national cases that are
representative of regional heterogeneity these chapters aim to examine parliamentarian elites attitudes
in different political systems with regard to a variety of relevant issues such as institutional trust
satisfaction with democracy executive legislative relations clientelism and gender questions furthermore
these chapters intend to evince the evolution of such attitudes in the course of the last two decades
politics and political elites in latin america challenges and trends will be of interest to scholars and
students of comparative politics in general and more particularly to those interested in the challenges
faced by representative democracy not only in latin america but in many parts of the world



The Latino Vote 2016-06-15
for over forty years latin american politics and development has kept instructors and students abreast of
current affairs and changes in latin america now in its tenth edition this authoritative yet accessible
introduction has been updated throughout organized on a country by country basis latin american politics
and development offers instructors maximum flexibility in organizing courses revisions to the tenth
edition include an updated theoretical framework to explain changes in the region including discussions
of electoral systems and political actors discussions on presidential parliamentary and municipal election
cycles throughout the region from 2017 through early 2022 coverage of the covid 19 pandemic
examination on the regional decline in democratic norms and practices a look at the impact of the trump
administration on regional relations including the decline in democracy updates on race indigenous
groups women afro latin americans contemporary social movements religious and other non elite groups

The Resilience of the Latin American Right 2014-09
this collective volume with contributions from experts on these regions examines broader questions
about the current crises the great recession and the commodity crisis and the associated changes in
political representation in both regions it provides a general overview of political representation studies
in southern europe and latin america and builds bridges between the two traditions of political
representation studies affording greater understanding of developments in each region and promote
future research collaboration between southern europe and latin america finally the book addresses
questions of continuity and change in patterns of political representation after the onset of the two
economic crises specifically examining issues such as changes in citizens democratic support and trust in
political representatives and institutions in descriptive representation in the sociodemographic profile of
mps and in substantive representation in the link between voters and mps in terms of ideological
congruence and or policy issue orientations this book will be of key interest to scholars and students of
political elites political representation european and latin american politics studies and more broadly to
comparative politics

Civil Society and Electoral Accountability in Latin America
2013-01-07

Politics and Political Elites in Latin America 2020-09-22

Latin American Politics and Development 2022-08-23

Political Representation in Southern Europe and Latin America
2020-06-03
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